
 

 

Campbelltown Camden DCC 
Round 15 v Sydney Tigers 

 
The Campbelltown Camden District Cricket Club are nearing the completion of the 2013-
14 season. The weekend’s matches against the Sydney Cricket Club signified the end of the 
Sydney Cricket Association’s Premiership rounds. 
 
The results were shared with the Tigers both clubs winning two matches and drawing the 
First Grade fixture. 
 
For the fourth consecutive weekend the 1st Grade match was interrupted by rain. Ultimately 
these last wet weekends have denied the Ghosts First Grade an SCA Finals opportunity with 
drawn points insufficient as opposed to other Club’s who have achieved results in dryer 
conditions across Sydney. 
 
Round 15 against the Sydney Tigers started positively for the Ghosts with Scott Coyte 
tearing the Tigers top order to pieces from the opening moments. Coyte’s opening spell was 
extremely quick and hostile, beginning with a wicket on the very first ball of the match.  
 
Coyte continued to wreck the top and soon had Sydney at 4-12 having bowled three 
batsmen and a catch behind to keeper Ardil Domingo who was a long way back from the 
stumps. At one stage Coyte had 4 for 6 and finished the day with 5 – 39. 
 
The Sydney middle order then consolidated with three half centuries and a fine 93 from 
their number 8 batsmen. The Tigers managing a terrific comeback to go to an early stumps 
at 9 – 274. A late storm ending Saturday’s play. 
 
After another storm at Drummoyne on Sunday, the Ghosts finally took the crease at 4.00pm.  
At the close of play they were 7/158 on a rain affected pitch.  Another match drawn. Scott 
Coyte finished with 46 and Ardil Domingo 44 runs. 
 
The Second Grade one day match at Raby pretty much epitomised their season. The Ghosts 
bowled well and were right in the match up to the finish only to lose by the smallest of 
margins. This time it was 12 runs. 
 



 

 

Mitch McGrath was the pick of the bowlers taking 4 for 30 as the Ghosts dismissed Sydney 
for 154.  In reply the Ghosts were all out for 143 in an innings that was disrupted by a late 
storm. Ben Bourke scored 39 and Keegan Moodliar looked solid for his 20 runs. 
 
Third Grade travelled to Birchgrove and were beaten convincingly by ten wickets. 
 
The Ghosts Fourth Grade had a good day at Raby passing Sydney’s total of 159 five wickets 
down and well inside their 50 over allocation. This was mainly due to some great efforts 
from the Ghosts younger players. Wallace Marshall was impressive with the ball taking 4 – 
24 leaving Nick Trethewy (53 runs) and Jack Bray (51 runs) to steer the Ghosts home in the 
afternoon. 
 
If the locals thought that Scott Coyte’s opening spell of 4 for 6 was impressive, then Jamie 
Malskaitis had other ideas. 
 
The Fifth Grade were defending 170 when Jamie took the new ball for the second innings 
of the one day fixture. He took 5 for 1 in his opening spell and finished the day with 6 for 17 
from 10 overs, knocking the Sydney side out of semi-final contention as the Ghosts 
cemented 5th spot and a final series opportunity. Sydney finished with 100.  
 
Next weekend the Ghosts 5th Grade progress to the final series and meet Sutherland in the 
qualifying final. 
 
Regards, 
 
Jason Ellsmore 
Secretary 
CCDCC 
 
Please remember to catch all Ghosts news at www.ghostscricket.com  

http://www.ghostscricket.com/

